We study the quasi-neutral limit in the steady state Euler-Poisson system for potential flows. Boundary layers occur when the boundary conditions are not in equilibrium. We perform a formal asymptotic expansion of solutions and derive the boundary layer equations. Under the subsonic condition on the boundary and the smallness assumption on the data, the existence, uniqueness and exponential decay of the boundary layer profiles are proved by applying the centre manifold theorem to a dynamical system. We also give a rigorous justification of the asymptotic expansion up to first order in one space dimension.
Introduction
The Euler-Poisson system is a widely used model in the numerical simulation for plasmas [2] and semiconductor devices [14] . It consists of a set of nonlinear conservation laws for density and momentum plus a Poisson equation for electric potential. This system plays an important role in simulating the behaviour of charge carriers in submicron semiconductor devices, since it exhibits velocity overshoot and ballistic effects missing in the classical drift-diffusion model. In the unipolar case for electrons, the transient Euler-Poisson system reads as follows: ∂n ∂t + div (nu) = 0, (1.1)
2)
−λ 2 φ = h(x) − n. (1.3) This system will be studied in an open and bounded domain of R d (d = 2 or d = 3 in practice). Here, n, u and φ are the electron density, the electron velocity and the electric potential, respectively. The given smooth function h = h(x) is the doping profile for semiconductors or the ion density for plasmas, and p = p(n) is the pressure function. We assume that p(n) is smooth and strictly increasing for n > 0, and there is a constant h > 0 such that h(x) h for all x ∈¯ . The small physical parameter λ > 0 is the scaled Debye length for plasmas and the permittivity constant for semiconductors. Its approximate value is 10 −8 for typical plasma applications and 10 −12 for a semiconductor in silicon compared with the characteristic length of physical interest. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the limit λ → 0 in the system (1.1)-(1.3).
Several special cases of the quasi-neutral limit have been studied in the literature. The quasi-neutral limit in one-dimensional, steady state Euler-Poisson systems was studied in [18] for well-prepared boundary data and in [15] for general boundary data. The steady problem in several space variables for a potential flow without the formation of boundary layers was investigated in [16] . In [3] , by using pseudo-differential techniques, the quasi-neutral limit was studied for local smooth solutions of a one-dimensional and isothermal model for plasmas in which the electron density is described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann relation. See also [1] for the study of the limit in a semi-linear Poisson equation.
In this paper, we study the quasi-neutral limit λ → 0 in the steady state case n = n(x), u = u(x), φ = φ(x), x ∈ and for potential flows curl u = 0. For this purpose, let us introduce the velocity potential ψ as u = −∇ψ. Since div (nu ⊗ u) = n 2 ∇|∇ψ| 2 + u div (nu), from (1.1), equation (1. 2) reduces to
where e is the enthalpy function defined by e (n) = p (n) n , n>0 and e(1) = 0.
(1.4)
Then, for smooth solutions, the system (1.1)-(1.3) can be written in the form:
Equation (1.5) expresses the Bernoulli Law. Eliminating φ from (1.5) and (1.7), and using (1.6), we have
where Q is given by
It is easy to check that the d eigenvalues of equation (1.8) are
Hence, (1.8) is strictly elliptic if and only if |u| = |∇ψ| < p (n). (1.10) This condition implies that the flow of electrons is subsonic since √ p (n) represents the sound speed. For smooth solutions, it is easy to see that the system (1.5)-(1.7) is equivalent to (1.5)-(1.6) and (1.8). Thus, we may first solve the elliptic equations (1.6) and (1.8) together with the following Dirichlet boundary conditions:
to obtain (n, ψ) and then determine the electric potential φ from equation (1.5). Here n D and ψ D are smooth functions defined on such that n D h. The Dirichlet boundary conditions on n represent Ohmic contacts and the condition on ψ is derived from the fact that on each i the tangential velocity of electrons vanishes and the total current is given; i.e. 12) where = ∪ i i with i ∩ j = ∅ for i = j , and ν stands for the outward unit normal to . The first condition in (1.12) implies that ψ is an unknown constant ψ i on i and both conditions in (1.12) lead to the Dirichlet boundary condition for ψ when one of the ψ i is prescribed. They are shown in [5] . Equation (1.8) is not in divergence form. That is why only smooth solutions will be investigated. When the parameter λ is fixed, the existence and uniqueness of smooth solutions to (1.5)-(1.7) and (1.11) have been proved in [5] by the Schauder fixed point theorem under the smallness assumption on ψ D and the positivity assumption on n D and h in order that the subsonic condition (1.10) holds in¯ . In general, the size of ψ D which yields the existence and uniqueness of solutions depends on λ and goes to zero as λ → 0. In [16] , we proved that the choice of ψ D can be independent of λ when the given data on the boundary are in equilibrium, i.e. n D = h on . This yields the existence and uniqueness of smooth solutions to (1.5)-(1.7) and (1.11) with small ψ D , independent of λ. The justification of the limit λ → 0 and the convergence rates are also given in that case. The limit (n, ψ, φ) of (1.5)-(1.7) as λ → 0 is governed by the system of equations (1.5)-(1.6) and
(1.13)
In particular, when h(x) ≡ 1, we obtain 1 2
Thus, by taking the gradient on (1.14), the velocity u = −∇ψ satisfies the classical incompressible Euler equations for steady state potential flows:
We note that the incompressible Euler equations (1.16)-(1.17) being the quasi-neutral limit of the Euler-Poisson system (1.5)-(1.7) is not shown in [16] . In a forthcoming paper [17] , we will study the convergence of the Euler-Poisson system to incompressible Euler equations in time-dependent problems.
The goal of this paper is to consider the quasi-neutral limit λ → 0 in (1.5)-(1.7) and (1.11) in the case when the equilibrium condition 'n D = h on ' is not satisfied. Then, boundary layers appear and the techniques in [16] cannot be applied. By a formal asymptotic expansion of solutions, the equations for the boundary layer profiles are derived. The leading terms of the boundary layer profiles satisfy a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations which can be written as a dynamical system whose eigenvalues near equilibrium are all real when the electron flow is subsonic. Then, the existence and uniqueness of the boundary layer profiles follow by applying the centre manifold theorem to the dynamical system with small data (see theorem 1). Our second result is a rigorous justification of the quasi-neutral limit to the one-dimensional Euler-Poisson system in the presence of the boundary layers and again in the subsonic region (see theorem 2), and a uniform estimate of order O(λ) for n λ − h − n b 0 is given in L ∞ , which improves a previous result in [15] where a uniform estimate of order
where n λ is the solution of (4.5)-(4.6) and n b 0 is the zeroorder boundary layer profile. We note that the justification of applying the quasi-neutral limit to multi-dimensional Euler-Poisson systems in the presence of boundary layers is not yet available.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we perform a formal asymptotic expansion of solutions to the system (1.5)-(1.7) and (1.11). In particular, the boundary layer equations are derived. In section 3, we establish the well-posedness of the boundary layer equations by showing the existence, uniqueness and exponential decay of the boundary layer profiles. In the last section, we give a justification of the asymptotic expansion in one-dimensional Euler-Poisson equations.
Formal asymptotic expansion
In this paper, the domain is supposed to be sufficiently smooth. We rewrite the problem (1.6), (1.8) and (1.11) as follows:
where
We first look for an approximate solution of (2.1)-(2.2) inside the domain , in the form
The functions (n k , ψ k ) can be constructed by induction on k. By requiring that
we get the following explicit equations for the first three terms:
For k 3, n k are given by the relations
It is easy to see that n k depends on the preceding terms (n l , ψ l ) only for 0 l k − 2. Finally, since h is smooth and h h > 0 in¯ , from (2.2) ψ k are uniquely determined through the equation
and a Dirichlet boundary condition of ψ k that will be given at the end of this section. Thus, the inner solutions are constructed. For some integer m 0, let
By construction, if (n k , ψ k ) are smooth enough in , we easily obtain
Since n 0 = h is not necessarily equal to n D on , a boundary layer should be described. For this purpose, we use the following notations as in [6] . For x ∈ , we denote by t (x) the distance from x to and by s(x) the point of closest to x. For some number ρ > 0 we let ρ be the boundary strip of width ρ: ρ = {x ∈ , |x − y| < ρ for some y ∈ }. From [6] , we know that s(x) is uniquely defined for all x ∈ ρ if ρ is sufficiently small. In
and the fact that for each i = 1, 2, . . . , d, ∂s(x)/∂x i is orthogonal to ν(x), it is easy to check that ∇ x t = ν(x). Thus, the partial derivative of a function w(s(x), ξ(x, λ)) may be decomposed as
where D i is a first-order differential operator in s defined by D i w = ∇ s w · ∂s/∂x i . Similarly, the second-order derivative of w(x) is given by
Note that ∂ν i /∂x j = ∂ν j /∂x i = ∂ 2 t/∂x i ∂x j , so D ji = D ij for all i and j . The following notational convention will also be used. For any function w(x) defined in ρ , the corresponding function of (s, t) is designated byŵ, i.e.
We developŵ(s(x), λξ(x, λ)) formally to get
Setw(s) =ŵ(s, 0). Then, the ansatz of an approximate solution up to order m to (2.1) .2) and comparing the order in λ, or, equivalently, by requiring that
More precisely, let
and n 0 (x) = h(x) =h(s)+O(λ) etc, we may choose simultaneously, for (s, ξ ) ∈ ×(0, +∞): with given initial datum
3) where
Once U 1 and U 2 are determined with exponential decay, say
for some constants M > 0 and µ > 0, we obtain from
Since we require ψ b 1 (s, +∞) = 0, it is necessary that
Hence,
is uniquely defined and also decays exponentially as U 2 . Finally, from (2.34) the boundary condition for ψ 1 is given by
Together with (2.6) this allows us to determine a unique function ψ 1 . Obviously, we have R(s, 0) = 0 and
If the subsonic condition (3.1) holds, then β(s) > 0 for all s ∈ . In this case, the eigenvalues of A are
and the corresponding eigenvectors of A with respect to λ 1 and λ 2 are
Then, the centre manifold theorem [11] implies that in a neighbourhood of U = 0 there exist a unique stable invariant manifold W s tangent to r 2 at U = 0 and a centre manifold W c tangent to r 1 at U = 0. The arguments below follow from [10] . Since every point of Span{r 1 } is a critical point of the system (3.2), Span{r 1 } is contained in every centre manifold near U = 0 [12, 13] , which implies that Span{r 1 } is the unique centre manifold near U = 0. Since U = 0 is the unique solution of the system (3.2) with data in Span{r 1 } such that U(s, ∞) = 0, we deduce that in a neighbourhood of U = 0,
. This implies that, in a neighbourhood of U 1 = 0, the problem (3.2) and (3.3) with U(s, +∞) = 0 admits a unique smooth solution U . The exponential decay of U is straightforward, see [13] . Thus, we have proved theorem 1. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that the subsonic condition (3.1) holds. Then, there is a constant
δ > 0 such that if n D − h L ∞ ( ) δ,
Example of the justification of the limit
There does not exist a general result on the justification of the limit from a solution (n λ , ψ λ ) of (2.1) and (2.2) to (n λ a,m , ψ λ a,m ) as λ → 0. The main obstacle lies in the strong coupling between n λ and ψ λ in the system (2.1) and (2.2). In this section, we prove the validity of the limit in a special case of the one-dimensional Euler-Poisson system, where the current density j is constant, using the conservation law of the density. This model is introduced and studied in [4] . In [15] , a L 2 (0, 1) estimate of order O(λ 1/2 ) is established for n λ − h, where n λ is the solution of (4.5) and (4.6) . In what follows, we give a stronger estimate in L ∞ (0, 1) of the type
where n b 0 is the boundary layer profile, which decays exponentially as λ → 0 for x > 0. Here, it should be noted in particular that n b 0 depends on x and λ and is not a function of a single variable ξ = x/λ, as in section 2. We show that the estimate (4.1) suffices to pass to the limit λ → 0 in the system (4.2) and (4.3).
Consider the one-dimensional steady state Euler-Poisson system d dx
, where the current density j = nu is a real number and h is a smooth function such that h h > 0 in [0, 1]. As in [4] , we impose the following Dirichlet boundary conditions:
where ρ 0 > 0, ρ 1 > 0 and φ 0 ∈ R are given data. The system (4.2) and (4.3) is a special case of (1.1)-(1.3) in the one-dimensional steady state. If n > 0 is a smooth function, after eliminating φ, we obtain a Dirichlet problem for n:
where F is defined by
Once n is solved, φ is given explicitly by
It is easy to see that (n, φ) with n > 0 is a smooth solution of (4.2)-(4.4) if and only if (n, φ) is a smooth solution of (4.5)-(4.7). Therefore, we may first solve n for the Dirichlet problem (4.5) and (4.6) and then determine φ by (4.7).
In this problem, we also suppose that n → p(n) is strictly increasing for n > 0. Then, the electron flow is subsonic if |j | n < p (n). (4.8) It implies that equation (4.5) is elliptic. Let n = min(ρ 0 , ρ 1 , h) and define j m = n p (n). If n → n √ p (n) is strictly increasing for n > 0 and |j | < j m , we deduce from the maximum principle applied to equation (4.5) that n n in¯ and then the subsonic condition (4.8) holds.
Moreover, if |j | < j m holds, F (n) is strictly increasing for n n. Then, the change of variable v = F (n) is one to one. Then, we can write the problem (4.5) and (4.6) as 
It is easy to check that the problem (4.11)-(4.12) has a unique smooth solution v b 0 in (0, +∞), which decays exponentially as ξ → +∞ provided that |j | < j m and ρ 0 − h(0) is sufficiently small. Indeed, we have 
14)
The estimate (H (x) ). Then, from (4.11), we have
Since q(x, 0) = 0, the Taylor's formula yields 
Proof. The proof of the existence of a solution follows from the Schauder fixed point theorem.
Let C > 0 be a constant (independent of λ) to be determined and
We define the application T on E by r λ = T (σ ), where r λ solves the following linear equation we conclude the existence of a solution r λ to the problem (4.14) and (4.15) from the Schauder fixed point theorem. The regularity of r λ follows from the regularity property of the elliptic equation. The proof of the uniqueness of solutions is similar to that given in [4] and omitted here.
A direct consequence of lemma 1 is the uniform estimate (4.17). Now, we return to the problems (4.5) and (4.6). 
